Diode---pump laser marking machine
PDM-1625DP

Samples
1. metal:

2. No metallic

PDM-1625DP
$16'900.00
Equipment Brief Introduction:
This model features small size, long working time, high efficiency and good quality beam, moreover. It is
convenient in installation and operation. High marking precision, high repeat accuracy, high positioning
accuracy and quick marking speed.
Major function & advantage:
The ideal combine of design, control system and marking software make the life of fittings stronger. The rate
of failure is lower after long-time working and the capability of product is steadily.
Laser cavity: It’s equipped with good performance semiconductor laser machine. The laser beam has high
quality and the light output model is fine so the power of light is steady .The machine’s life is as long as
13000 hours.
Q-switch: It’s equipped with imported parts and will seldom break down.
Controlling computer: We use industrial controlling computer. It is superior to family or commercial
computer so it can ensure the equipment to work long-time and steadily in the industrial condition and will
not crash easily.
Controlling software: It has strong capability. It can even the figures, laminate set up parameters and
preview the place of infrared light. It can calculate the figures precisely and mark all kinds of bar code and
graphic code and mark on the opposite side. With high speed scanning resonance mirror to get high
precision and high speed.
The software controlling system has the interface of WINDOWS and comprises files output by software such
as CORELDRAW, AUTOCAD, PHOTOSHOP, etc. It can support graphic file formats such as PLT, PCX, DXF,
BMP etc. and use fonts such as SHX, TTF directly It also can mark automatic code, sequence number,
batch number, date, bar code and two-dimensional code. The software can mark the figures on the opposite
side.
Application material scope and application industry:
Mainly applied in the metal (include Rare Metals) and non-metal, Alloy, oxide, ABS, epoxy resin, printing ink,
bit, jewelers marking, bearing marking; widely used in many industries ,such as electronic component,
electrical appliance, jewelers ,metal, auto part etc.

Technical parameter
laser power

50 W

Engraving speed

≤7000mm/s

Laser length

1064nm

Minimum line with

0.01mm

Quality of beam

<8M2

Minimum shaping

0.2mm

character
Reposition rate

≤50KHz

Resetting positioning

±0.002mm

accuracy
Marking area

100mm×100mm

The maximum power

≤1.5KW

of whole machine
Optional area

Max:300×300mm

Power supply

120V±10%/60Hz/30A

Engraving depth

≤1.2mm

Outside dimension

Subject to the actual one

System element: optical system, cooling system, controlling system, working platform (optional rotary
working platform)
Operating software: WIN98/WIN2000/WINXP
Consumables: No

Environment of installment
Working environment

smoothly in a clean environment without vibrating
or dirt in the air

Working temperature

13 ~ 28

Working humidity

5%~75% (without condensed water)
120V650HZ Alternating current with stable voltage

Power supply

Basic configuration
1) computer ……………………………………………………………one set
2) Q switch driver …………………………………………………...one set
3) laser power………………………………………………………. ...one set
4) controlling cabinet ………………………………………………...one set
5) stand and working table …………………………………………...one set
6) optical system ……………………………………………………...one set
7) cooling system ……………………………………………………..one set
8) data connection…………………………………………………….one set
9) software……………………………………………………………..one set
10) user manual ………………………………………………………one copy

